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VT Dimensions Improves Online Ordering System

(Holstein, IA – October 7, 2013): VT Industries announces the release of VTonline 2.0, an upgrade to the
online order system for VT Dimensions Countertops. Highlights include several new system features,
along with order entry improvements, and behind the scenes programming to improve speed, accuracy,
and accessibility to order information.
The first exciting new feature is the customer’s ability to track order status from order processing to
production to shipment. Another beneficial addition is the ability to view a full year’s invoices in full line
item detail. These advancements allow customers to instantly access their order information and history
with the on‐demand convenience that VTonline provides.
VT Dimensions countertop ordering is now easier than ever with the addition of substrate options and
the streamlined specialty countertop page. The new laminate availability screen allows users to view the
current on‐hand quantities of stock laminates. Additionally, all available colors, including many factory
colors, are accessible from the drop down color field with no special actions required. Lastly, added
pricing visibility allows customers to view their pricing for each item entered and estimate an order total
before submission.
“Many hours of careful planning and hard work have gone into this update, and we could not be happier
with the added value and service VT is able provide to our VTonline customers,” explained Mary Gebers,
VT Dimensions Customer Service Manager.
To register with VTonline 2.0, contact Customer Service at 1.888.287.8356. For more information on VT
Dimensions visit www.vtdimensions.com.
About VT Industries
Headquartered in Holstein, IA, VT Industries Inc., is North America’s leading manufacturer of
Architectural Wood Doors, VT Dimensions Countertops, and Stone Surfaces. The company’s three
divisions serve customers from nine manufacturing facilities strategically located throughout the U.S.
and Canada. Visit the company’s website www.vtindustries.com for more information.
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